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Abstract
Previous empirical studies found that in most sectors, online prices are lower than offline if
different. We study the wealth management products (WMPs) issued by commercial banks and
find that the prices of WMPs sold online is higher than those sold at physical branches. The
explanation is that banks have to charge lower prices at physical branches to compensate customers
for traveling costs. We further find that the online-offline spread decrease with bank branches,
online banking users, branch clustering, and banks’ branch shares. The WMP market provides an
ideal scenario to identify the effect of spatial competitions on the online-offline spread because
online and offline channels for WMP issuing are not differential in delivery costs, search costs,
convenience to inspect product qualities, and waiting costs.
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1. Introduction
As digital economy and digital finance develop rapidly, an increasing number of products and
services can be purchased both online and offline. Correspondingly, an open question is whether
prices online are cheaper than offline. Previous empirical studies drew different conclusions for
different industries. For example, Cavallo (2017) found that 28% of the time online prices are
different from offline prices and this ratio varies significantly across sectors (from 8% for clothing
and 17% for electronics to 62% for drugstores and 75% for office-product retailers). When there
is a price difference, most time the online price is lower than the offline price. Brynjolfsson and
Smith (2000) found that online prices are 9%-16% lower than offline prices for CDs and books.
Multiple reasons could contribute to the difference between online and offline prices. First,
consumers need to pay travel costs for visiting physical stores or branches; and each store or branch
has local market power over consumers residing close by. In contrast, consumers do not need to
pay travel costs at all if shopping online. Therefore, firms pricing and competition behavior online
could be fundamentally different from that offline. Second, product delivery costs are different
between online and offline. Shipping costs and inventory costs could be different between products
sold through online channels and offline channel. Moreover, products sold offline also incur shelf
costs. Third, search costs online are usually lower than offline. Fourth, visiting a physical store
allows consumer inspecting products prior to purchase, while online shopping cannot; moreover,
at physical stores, consumers can immediately obtain the item after purchase, while online
shopping incur waiting costs for consumers (Loginova (2009)).
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In this paper, we study the market of a financial product, the WMP market, which is the
largest component of China’s shadow banking sector. WMPs is a financial innovation that was
initiated in 2004 by commercial banks in China. Banks design the terms in the contracts of WMPs
and sell the WMPs to households, and then invest the raised money into underlying assets
(including loans, bonds, equities, money market rates, foreign exchanges, and gold).1 The type of
the underlying assets of a WMP is specified in the contract at issuance. Later on, banks distribute
part of the revenues generated from the underlying assets to the WMPs buyers as the principal and
interest payments according to the agreements. The risk of WMPs is much lower than other
investment tools, such as stock and commercial bonds; while the return on WMPs is much higher
than bank deposits. At the end of 2017, the outstanding WMPs reached 29.54 trillion RMB. During
2017, banks issued 93,500 individual WMPs.
We find that prices of WMPs sold online is significantly higher than those sold at banks’
physical branches, which is opposite to previous empirical studies on retail industries. The
explanation is that customers need to pay travel costs for visiting physical branches and thus banks
have to charge lower prices at physical branches to attract customers from online platforms.
The WMP market provides an ideal scenario to identify the effect of firms’ spatial
competitions that contributes to the gap between online and offline prices because this gap for

1

WMPs issued by banks are mainly sold to households. There are other types of asset management
products issued by mutual funds, trust funds and other financial intermediaries, which mainly target
institutional investors. Compared with those financial intermediaries, banks have a much larger household
customer base and a more widely distributed branch network. Therefore, banks have a dominant
advantage in attracting funds from households and have significantly lower issuing costs. This paper
focuses on the WMPs issued by banks.
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WMPs is unlikely to be confounded by the other reasons listed above. First, because WMPs is a
type of financial products (contracts), there is no shipping costs, inventory costs, and shelf costs at
all. As the result, WMPs sold online and offline are not differential in these dimensions that can
affect prices. Second, customers have similar search costs for WMPs sold online and at physical
branches because the information on WMPs sold at physical branches are also posted on the bank’s
websites. Third, WMPs are essentially a type of financial contracts and customers do not need to
visit a physical branch to inspect the product quality. The product information that investor can
gather through online and offline are similar to each other. Fourth, regardless of whether purchased
online or offline, the financial contract becomes effective right after the transaction. Customers
purchasing online do not need to pay additional waiting costs. Therefore, the price gap between
WMPs sold online and offline should be purely driven by firms’ (banks’) spatial competition
behavior, which cause the online prices higher than the offline prices.
In this study, we first build stylized theoretical models of banks’ spatial competition with
existence of online banking platforms for the WMP market. Following the spirit of Salop (1979),
the model assumes that banks’ physical branches locate and customers reside on a circle. In
addition, the models allows heterogeneity tastes across customers on different banks. It also allow
existence of both online banking users and customers who never use online banking because of
the lack of internet access or trust on digital finance. The models predict that the prices of WMPs
sold online should be higher than offline. The model also predict that the gap between online and
offline prices decrease with the total number of bank branches, the number of online banking users,
the degree of clustering of a bank’s physical branches, and the share of a bank’s physical branches
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over the branches of all the banks. Next, we employ data from multiple sources to empirically test
those predictions.
Our study contribute to multiple strands of literature. First, several studies analyzed retail
industries and found that if different, online prices mostly are lower than offline prices (e.g.,
Cavallo (2017) and Brynjolfsson and Smith (2000)). In contrast, we analyze WMPs, a type of
financial products issued by commercial banks, and find that the online prices are higher than
offline prices. The WMP market provides an ideal scenario to identify the effect of firms’ spatial
competitions that contributes to the gap between online and offline prices because this gap for
WMPs is unlikely to be confounded by the other reasons.
Second, multiple studies analyzed firms’ competing behavior when there are both online and
offline channels available and they focused on the aspects other than the gap between online and
offline prices. For example, Balasubramanian (1998) and Loginova (2009) built theoretical models
for the competition between direct (online) marketers and conventional retailers. Dinlersoz and
Pereira (2007) built a theoretical model for firms’ decisions on the adoption of e-commerce
platforms. Empirical studies have estimated the degree of substitution (or complementarity)
between print and online newspapers (Gentzkow (2007)), between Walmart or Barnes & Noble
and Amazon (Forman, Ghose and Wiesenfeld (2008)), between online peer-to-peer lenders and
banks (Tang 2019), between online and offline advertising (Seamans and Zhu (2014) and Goldfarb
and Tucker (2011a, 2011d)), and between online and offline sales for women's clothing
(Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Rahman (2009)), for niche diaper (Choi and Bell (2011)), and for personal
computers (Goolsbee (2001), Prince (2007), and Duch-Brown, Grzybowski, Romahn and
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Verboven (2017)).
Third, several studies analyzed the effect of e-commerce platforms on different aspects of
the real economy. Brown and Goolsbee (2002) found that Internet comparison shopping sites
reduce the search costs and thus the price dispersion of life insurance. Fan, Tang, Zhu and Zou
(2018) found that Alibaba’s e-commerce platform increased inter-city trade and alleviated spatial
consumption inequality. Bhargava and Choudhary (2008), Fay and Xie (2008), and Lambrecht and
Misra (2017) studied digital price discrimination enabled by e-commerce platforms. Cohen, Hahn,
Hall, Levitt and Metcalfe (2016) estimated the consumer surplus brought by the UberX car service.
Fourth, this paper is also related to a broader literature on digital finance and FinTech. Some
studies analyzed industries that emerged with FinTech, such as online P2P lending platforms (Wei
and Lin 2017; Lin, Prabhala and Viswanathan 2013; Tang 2019), Fintech credit for small business
(Hau, Huang, Shan and Sheng 2019), mobile wallet (Agarwal, Qian, Yeung and Zou 2018), and
bitcoin (Cong and He 2019; Foley, Karlsen and Putniņš 2019; Easley, O’Hara and Basu 2019;
Makarova and Schoar 2020). Some other studies analyzed how FinTech affect traditional financial
services, such as mortgage lending (Buchak, Matvos, Piskorski and Seru 2018; Bartlett, Morse,
Stanton and Wallace 2019; Fuster, Plosser, Schnabl and Vickery 2019); but in those financial
services, banks act as lenders and customers act as borrowers. In contrast, our study analyzes how
online banking platforms affect the competition among commercial banks in selling WMPs (the
largest component of China's shadow banking system), in which banks act as debts and customers
act as investors.2
2

There is also a broader literature on digital economy. Goldfarb and Tucker (2017) provided a thorough literature review on this
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The remaining portion of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the
background of the WMP market in China. Section 3 builds stylized theoretical models of banks’
spatial competition with existence of online banking platforms for the WMP market. Section 4
describes the data from multiple sources used in this study. Section 5 proposes five testable
hypotheses implied by the stylized modes in Section 3 and develops the empirical strategies based
on the data described in Section 4. Section 6 discusses the empirical results. Then, we conclude in
Section 7.

2. Background
WMPs is a financial innovation that was initiated in 2004 by commercial banks in China. Banks
design the terms in the contracts and sell WMPs to households, and then invest the raised money
into underlying assets. Later on, banks distribute part of the revenues generated from the
underlying assets to the WMPs buyers as the principal and interest payments according to the
agreements.
The underlying assets of WMPs include stocks, foreign exchanges, bonds, notes, commodity,
loans, and money market products. In addition, banks can hedge off the risk using financial
derivatives related to the underlying assets and make the WMP as a structured product. The type
of the underlying assets of a WMP is specified in the contract at issuance. Table 1 shows the
number of WMPs of each underlying asset type and the percentage as of the total number of WMPs
issued in the year.
area.
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The risk of WMPs is much lower than other investment tools, such as stock and commercial
bonds. There are three types of preservation terms: interest guarantee, principal guarantee, and no
guarantee. For the WMPs of fixed interest rates, investors are guaranteed with both the principals
and the stated interest rate in the agreement. For the WMPs with flexible rates, investors are given
an expected interest rate (or interest rate range with upper bound and lower bound); the actual
payment at the maturity date depends on the performance of the underlying assets (in principle,
the actual return rate can be different from the expected rate and investors can even lose part of
the principals). If the WMP is principal guaranteed, investors receive at least the principal; if there
is no guarantee, investors receive whatever left after the management fee deduction from the
market value of the underlying assets. Although there is a significant proportion of WMPs with
flexible rates, among all the WMPs issued by banks, 96.43% finally paid the realized return the
same as the expected return or the upper bound of the expected return range specified at issuance;
only 0.79% paid a realized return lower than the expected return or the upper bound of the expected
return range specified at issuance; the rest 2.78% paid even paid a higher realized return than the
expected return or the upper bound of the expected return range specified at issuance. As required
by the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), investors need to fill an assessment form
of risk capacity and risk tolerance. Although banks do not literally offer deposit insurance for
WMPs, there is almost no default case in the first 10 years of WMP history. In practice, WMPs are
implicitly guaranteed by the issuing banks; and thus investors usually consider WMP to be a
relatively safe way of investment.
The returns on WMPs are much higher than bank deposit rates. Given the fact that deposit
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rates in China are capped by the regulator, WMPs almost always offers much higher expected
returns than time deposits with the same maturity. Table 2 shows the average returns of all the
WMPs and the average 3-month time deposit rates in each year from 2004 to 2016). For investors,
WMPs is less liquid than checking account. Although there is a variety of term to maturity ranging
from one day (or daily renewable) to five years, investors need to apply for early termination
during business days and they receive no interest payment with early withdraw. Moreover, to
purchase a WMP, investors are usually required to transfer the money to the WMP account a few
days earlier. Meanwhile, there is a minimum investment requirement for WMPs buyers, usually
above RMB 50,000.
With the significant increase of M2 growth in China since 2009, households are worried
about how to preserve the value of their money. Given limited investment choices in China, WMPs
becomes an alternative to deposits. The high interest rates with implicit guarantees make WMPs
quite attractive for most risk-averse households. Since initiation, the WMP market has experienced
a skyrocketing growth. As shown in Figure 1, the total number of WMP issuance by banks was
dramatically increased from 120 in 2004 to 93,500 in 2017. The outstanding WMPs at the end of
2017 reached 29.54 trillion RMB. The WMP market has become the largest component of China's
shadow banking system.
Because of its importance and unique characteristics, the WMPs market has been employed
by economists to answer many other general-interest research questions, such as the effect of
monetary policy on shadow banking (Chen, Ren and Zha, 2018), the effect of house prices on the
financing costs of financial institutions (Ma and Zhang 2019), interest rate liberalization (Wang,
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Wang, Wang and Zhou, 2018), bank risk (Acharya, Qian, Su and Yang, 2019), liquidity regulation
(Hachem and Song, 2016), and banks’ maturity mismatch and regulation evasion (Luo, Fang, Liu
and Zhao, 2019).
While absorbing deposit and lending loans belong to banks’ on-balance-sheet activities,
selling WMPs and investing the money raised from WMPs are categorized as banks’ off-balancesheet activities, except for the WMPs whose underlying assets are loans issued by the same bank.3
This means that WMPs, unlike deposits, do not need to meet the required reserve ratio, loan to
deposit ratio, and other related regulatory requirements, which provides plenty of freedom to
commercial banks. For example, some firms or projects cannot get financed from on-balance-sheet
loans because banks need to meet multiple regulation requirements, such as risk control or loan
quota, but they can get financed from WMPs with a higher interest rate.
While on-balance-sheet interest rates (for deposits and loans) are strictly regulated in China,
the off-balance-sheet WMPs provides a playground of interest liberalization. The expected returns
specified in the contracts of WMPs at issuance are determined by the market. The issuing bank
sets the expected return in the contract based on their judgement on the current WMP conditions.
If the bank believes that the demand of local households for the WMPs is low but the bank still
wants to raise a sufficient amount of money, they will offer a higher expected return.
A WMP can either be issued nationwide (as long as the issuing bank has a local branch in
the city) or be issued exclusively in several cities or a single city. As shown in Table 3, 10% of

3

From 2009, the regulator require WMPs with underlying assets of credit assets in the same banks
to be shown on their balance sheets (CBRC 2009 No. 111 & No.113 rule).
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WMPs were issued exclusively in a single city, which constitutes the sample for our empirical
study. To be able to purchase WMPs issued exclusively in a single city, investors have to physically
visit a local branch of the issuing bank in the city and open a local account. Customers of the same
bank but with only the account in a different city (usually can be identified by the account number)
are not qualified for the purchase in the current city. Therefore, the markets for these WMPs are
local and the buys are mainly the residence in the city.4 When setting the expected returns, the
issuing banks will consider the demand of households in the city and the competitiveness of the
local WMP market.

3. Stylized Models
In this section, we first drive a bank competition model in which banks only have physical branches
and a model in which banks only have online platforms. Then, we drive a model in which banks
have both physical branches and online platforms. Further, we build a model that allows the
existence of customers who never use online banking either because they do not have Internet
access or they do not trust online banking. In addition, we analyze how the gap between online
and offline prices can be affected by the number of online banking users, the total number of bank
branches, the degree of clustering of a bank’s physical branches, and the share of a bank’s physical
branches over the branches of all the banks.

4

It is possible that a few customers may have a bank account in a city other than their residing cities.
However, these customers cannot take a significant portion of the buyers for the WMPs issued in the city.
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3.1. Spatial Competition without Online Technology
Following the spirit of Salop (1979), we assume that customers uniformly reside on a circle with
circumference 𝑙. Bank A and bank B locate symmetrically on each side, as shown in Figure 2.
Neither bank has online banking platforms. Assume that the mass of customers residing at any
point on the circle is equal to 1; thus, the total mass of all the customers on the circle is 𝑙. Each
customer either purchase one unit of banking service from either bank A or bank B, or choose the
outside option. Denote 𝑝 and 𝑝

as the prices of bank A and bank B, respectively. The marginal

costs of the two banks are both zero. customer 𝑖’s utilities of choosing bank A, bank B, and the
outside option are as follow:
𝑢
𝑢

= 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑

= 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑 + 𝜀
+𝜀 =𝛼

−𝑝 −𝛾

(1)

𝑙
−𝑑
2

+𝜀

𝑢 =𝜀
𝑑

and 𝑑

(2)
(3)

are the distances for customer 𝑖 to bank A and bank B, respectively. 𝛾 captures

the travel cost per unit of distance. 𝛼 captures the average taste of all customers toward
purchasing a product compared to the outside option. 𝜀 , 𝜀 , and 𝜀

represent customer 𝑖’s

idiosyncratic tastes toward bank A, bank B, and the outside option, respectively. Assume that 𝜀 ,
𝜀 , and 𝜀

follow the type II extreme value distribution.

Figure 3 displays a coordinate in which the vertical axis represents the idiosyncratic taste
difference of a customer between bank A and bank B and the horizontal axis represents the
customer’s distance to bank A. Conditional on purchasing a product, the blue area represents
customers who choose bank A over bank B, while the red area represents customers who choose
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bank B over bank A. Consequently, the demand for bank A is
𝐷 =2

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

𝑙
−𝑑
2

𝑑𝑑

(4)

𝑑𝑑

(5)

The demand for bank B is
𝐷 =2

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

𝑙
−𝑑
2

Assume the two banks play a Bertrand-Nash pricing game. Bank A solves the following
profit-maximization problem w.r.t 𝑝 given its rival’s price 𝑝
max 𝜋 = 𝑝 𝐷

(6)

|

Bank B solves the following profit-maximization problem w.r.t 𝑝

given its rival’s price 𝑝

max 𝜋 = 𝑝 𝐷
|

(7)

Denote the equilibrium prices as (𝑝∗ , 𝑝∗ ).

3.2. Competition with only Online Platforms
Suppose banks do not have any physical branch and can only sell products through online
platforms. The online prices of bank A and bank B are 𝑝 and 𝑝 , respectively. Customer 𝑖’s
utilities of choosing bank A, bank B, and the outside option are as follow:
𝑢

=𝛼−𝑝 +𝜀

(8)

𝑢

=𝛼−𝑝 +𝜀

(9)

𝑢 =𝜀
As shown in Figure 4, conditional on purchasing a product, the blue area represents
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customers who choose bank A over bank B, while the red area represents customers who choose
bank B over bank A. Consequently, the demand for bank A is
𝐷 =𝑙

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }

(10)

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }

(11)

The demand for bank B is
𝐷 =𝑙

Assume the two banks play a Bertrand-Nash pricing game. Bank A solves the following
profit-maximization problem w.r.t 𝑝 given its rival’s price 𝑝
max 𝜋 = 𝑝 𝐷
|

Bank B solves the following profit-maximization problem w.r.t 𝑝
max 𝜋 = 𝑝 𝐷
|

(12)

given its rival’s price 𝑝
(13)

Denote the equilibrium prices as (𝑝∗ , 𝑝∗ ).
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 display the numerical solution of the equilibrium prices (𝑝∗ , 𝑝∗ ) in the
case of only physical branches discussed in Section 3.1 and the numerical solution of the
equilibrium prices (𝑝∗ , 𝑝∗ ) in the case of only online channels discussed in Section 3.2
As shown in Figure 5.1, when 𝛼 is small (the average taste of purchasing a product relative
to choosing the outside option is low), 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ < 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ . The reason is that customers need to
pay travel costs for visiting physical branches and thus banks have to charge lower prices at
physical branches to avoid that too many customers choose the outside option. In addition, the
larger 𝑙, the lower offline prices are compared to the online prices.5 The reason is that if 𝑙 is
5

Increasing 𝛾 is equivalent to increasing 𝑙.
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large, there will be more customers residing further away from banks’ physical branches and thus
have stronger tendency to choose the outside option.
As shown in Figure 5.2, when 𝛼 is large, 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ > 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ . The reason is that because
customers’ average taste of purchasing a product relative to choosing the outside option is high,
banks do not need to worry too much that charging a high price may make many customers choose
the outside option; moreover, banks will use their greater local market power and can charge higher
prices. In addition, the larger 𝑙, the higher offline prices are compared to the online prices. The
reason is that if 𝑙 is large, there will be more customers residing close to one bank’s physical
branch but far from the other bank’s physical branch, and thus banks can use their greater local
market power and charge higher prices.

3.3. Spatial Competition with both Physical Branches and Online Platforms
Now we assume that bank A and bank B can sell their products through both physical branches
and online banking channels. Correspondingly, customers have five options: bank A’s physical
branch, bank A’s online platform, bank B’s physical branch, bank B’s online platform, and the
outside option. Customer 𝑖’s utilities of these five options are as follow
𝑢
𝑢

= 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑 + 𝜀

= 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑

+𝜀 =𝛼

−𝑝 −𝛾

𝑢

=𝛼−𝑝 +𝜀

𝑢

=𝛼−𝑝 +𝜀
𝑢 =𝜀
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𝑙
−𝑑
2

+𝜀

Denote
𝑝 −𝑝
𝛾
𝑙 𝑝 −𝑝
𝑑 = −
2
𝛾
𝑑 =

(14)
(15)

As shown in Figures 2 and 6, when 𝑑 ∈ [0, 𝑑 ], customers reside so close to bank A’s physical
branch that bank A’s physical branch dominates its online platform; meanwhile, they reside so far
from bank B’s physical branch that bank B’s online platform dominates its physical branch.
Consequently, these customers choose between bank A’s physical branch and bank B’s online
platform, conditional on purchasing a product.
When 𝑑 ∈ (𝑑 , 𝑑 ), customers reside so far from bank A’s physical branch that bank A’s
online platform dominates its physical branch; meanwhile, they reside so far from bank B’s
physical branch that bank B’s online platform dominates its physical branch. Consequently, these
customers choose between bank A’s online platform and bank B’s online platform, conditional on
purchasing a product.
When 𝑑 ∈ [𝑑 , ], customers reside so far from bank A’s physical branch that bank A’s
online platform dominates its physical branch; meanwhile, they reside so close to bank B’s
physical branch that bank B’s physical branch dominates its online platform. Consequently, these
customers choose between bank A’s online platform and bank B’s physical branch, conditional on
purchasing a product.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 6, conditional on purchasing a product, the blue area
represents customers who choose bank A’s physical branch; the green area represents customers
who choose bank A’s online platform; the red area represents customers who choose bank B’s
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physical branch; and the orange area represents customers who choose bank B’s online platform.
Consequently, the profit function for bank A is
𝜋 =2 𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
+𝑝

+𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑙
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
2

(16)

𝑑𝑑

The profit function for bank B is
𝜋 =2 𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
+𝑝

+𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

𝑙
−𝑑
2

1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

𝑙
−𝑑
2

(17)

𝑑𝑑

Assume that the two banks play a Bertrand-Nash pricing game. Bank A solves the following
profit-maximization problem w.r.t 𝑝 and 𝑝 given its rival’s prices 𝑝
,

max
|

,

𝜋

and 𝑝
(18)

Bank B solves the following profit-maximization problem w.r.t 𝑝
max 𝜋 = 𝑝 𝐷
|

given its rival’s price 𝑝
(19)

Denote the equilibrium prices as (𝑝∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗ ).
If 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ < 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ (when 𝛼 is small), i.e., the price when banks only have physical
branches is lower than the price when banks only have online platforms, banks will set 𝑝∗∗ =
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𝑝∗∗ = 𝑝∗∗ = 𝑝∗∗ = 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ when both online and offline channels are available. In this case,
conditional on purchasing a product, every customer will choose online platforms and no one use
physical branches. The reason for this equilibrium is obvious: if any customer uses physical
branches, banks need to charge lower prices; therefore, it is better for banks to charge higher prices
and make all customers use online platforms.
If 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ > 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ (when 𝛼 is large), i.e., the price when banks only have physical
branches is higher than the price when banks only have online platforms, banks will set 𝑝∗∗ =
𝑝∗∗ = 𝑝∗∗ = 𝑝∗∗ = 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ when both online and offline channels are available. In this case,
conditional on purchasing a product, every customer will choose online platforms and no one use
physical branches. First, when products are available at both physical branches and online
platforms, if offline prices are higher than online prices, no one will use physical branches, and
thus the equilibrium online prices will be the same as when products are only available at online
platforms. If offline prices are set to be lower than online prices, from banks’ perspective, it will
be weakly dominated by setting offline prices equal to online prices; in both cases, no customers
use physical branches.
Second, bank A and bank B may increase their profits if they both shut down the product
availability through their online channels and maintain the outcome that is the same as the
equilibrium when online platforms do not exist. However, this outcome is not a Nash equilibrium
when online platforms are available. Given that both banks only offer products at their physical
branches, each bank has an incentive to add the online availability of its products to penetrate the
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locations close to its rival’s physical branch.6

3.4. Existence of Customers Who Never Use Online Banking
In Section 3.3, we have shown that when each customer has identical tastes over physical branches
and online platforms, except travel costs for physical branches, regardless the values of 𝛼 and 𝑙,
banks will set offline prices the same as online prices and all customers end up with purchasing
products online. In this subsection, we further allow that there is a fraction of customers who never
use online banking.
Suppose in each location 𝑑 and for each combination of 𝜀 , 𝜀 , and 𝜀 , there exist two
types of customers, with shares equal to 𝜃 and 1 − 𝜃, respectively. Customers in the first type
can purchase a product either online or offline, depending on which channel provide higher utilities.
Customers in the second type only purchase at physical branches and do not use online banking
because they do not have internet access, are not comfortable with online operation, or they simply
do not trust online banking. At physical branches, banks cannot conduct price discrimination that
the two types of customers are charged different prices.
Then, the profit function for bank A becomes

6

We implicitly assume that the set-up cost of the online channel of selling WMPs is close to zero. Banks built the online
banking platform to provide many services and products, such as deposit, transfer, credit card application, mortgage origination,
auto loan origination, and foreign exchange transaction. Adding another product line (WMPs) to an existing online platform
would not incur a large cost.
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𝜋 = 2𝜃 𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
+𝑝
+𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(20)

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

+ 2(1 − 𝜃)𝑝

𝑙
−𝑑
2

𝑑𝑑

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

𝑙
−𝑑
2

𝑑𝑑

The profit function for bank B becomes
𝜋 = 2𝜃 𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
2
𝑑𝑑
+𝑝
𝑙
}
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
2
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
2
+ 2(1 − 𝜃)𝑝
+𝑝

1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

(21)

𝑙
−𝑑
2

𝑑𝑑

Assume that the two banks play a Bertrand-Nash pricing game and denote the equilibrium
prices as (𝑝∗∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗∗ ). If 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ > 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ (when 𝛼 is large), banks will set 𝑝∗∗∗ =
𝑝∗∗∗ = 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ and set 𝑝∗∗∗ = 𝑝∗∗∗ = 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ . First, for customers in the first type, banks will
maximize the profit from them by making them all use online platforms, setting the online prices
equal to 𝑝∗ or 𝑝∗ , and setting the offline prices higher than 𝑝∗ or 𝑝∗ . Second, for customers in
the second type, banks will maximize the profit from them by setting 𝑝∗∗∗ = 𝑝∗∗∗ = 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ ,
which is higher than 𝑝∗ or 𝑝∗ . Therefore, at the equilibrium prices, banks maximize the profit
from the first type of customers and the profit from the second type of customers, respectively, and
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thus maximize the overall profit.
If 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ < 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ (when 𝛼 is small), the numerical solution of (𝑝∗∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗∗ , 𝑝∗∗∗ )
as shown in Figure 7.1 indicates that 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ < 𝑝∗∗∗ = 𝑝∗∗∗ < 𝑝∗∗∗ = 𝑝∗∗∗ < 𝑝∗ = 𝑝∗ . In this
equilibrium, part of customers in the first type use online channel and the other part of customers
in the first type use physical branches; while all the customers in the second type use physical
branches. Although the profit-maximizing online price for the first-type customers when physical
branches are not available is 𝑝∗ , or 𝑝∗ and the profit-maximizing offline price for the secondtype customers is 𝑝∗ or 𝑝∗ , because banks cannot charge customers in different types different
prices at physical branches, they have to compromise and set the online and offline prices in
between 𝑝∗ and 𝑝∗ or 𝑝∗ and 𝑝∗ in order to maximize the total profit from both types of
customers. In addition, the gap between online and offline prices is increasing with 𝑙. The reason
is that when 𝑙 is large, banks’ physical branches have to charge a lower price to avoid that too
many remote and branch-only customers choose the outside option because of the distance.
Another interesting pattern shown in Figure 7.1 is that the equilibrium online price 𝑝∗∗∗ or
𝑝∗∗∗ first decreases with 𝑙 and then increases with 𝑙. The reason is that when 𝑙 is small, as 𝑙
increases, it is more important to reduce the online price along with the offline price to avoid that
too many customers in the first type choose physical branches; when 𝑙 is small, as 𝑙 increases,
it is more important to increase the online price to extract more profits from customers who choose
online banking. Moreover, as shown in Figure 7.2, when the share of the first type customers (𝜃)
increases, the turning point of the online price curve will move leftward. The reason is that the
online and offline price setting has less need to compromise the profit from the second-type
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customers when their share is small.
Furthermore, based on the numerical solution as shown in Figure 8, the online and offline
prices increases with 𝜃; and the gap between online and offline prices is decreasing with 𝜃. The
reason is that the larger 𝜃, the closer this equilibrium will be to the equilibrium when there is no
customers who never use online banking, in which the online price is equal to the offline price and
every customer use online channels.

3.5. The Effect of the Number of Branches
Now suppose each bank has two branches instead of one and those branches are located in the way
as shown in Figure 9.1. Then 𝑑 and 𝑑 become
𝑝 −𝑝
𝛾
𝑙 𝑝 −𝑝
𝑑 = −
𝛾
4
𝑑 =

(22)
(23)

Then, the profit function for bank A becomes
𝜋 = 4𝜃 𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
+𝑝
+𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(24)

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

+ 4(1 − 𝜃)𝑝

𝑙
−𝑑
4

𝑑𝑑

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

The profit function for bank B becomes
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𝑙
−𝑑
4

𝑑𝑑

𝜋 = 4𝜃 𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
𝑑𝑑
+𝑝
𝑙
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
+ 4(1 − 𝜃)𝑝
+𝑝

1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

(25)

𝑙
−𝑑
4

𝑑𝑑

It is easy to see that the effect of more branches on prices is equivalent to the effect of shorter
distances. As shown in Figure 10.1, holding other factors constant, the gap between online and
offline prices is narrower when each bank has more branches.

3.6. The Effect of Clustering of Physical Branches of a Bank
In Section 3.5, the locations of a bank’s two branches are scattered; they are separated by its rival’s
branches. In this subsection, we analyze another case as shown in Figure 9.2: the locations of a
bank’s two branches are clustered.
For customers who are possible to purchase either online or offline, the demands of bank
A and bank B on the segment between two branches of different banks are similar to as displayed
in Figure 6. On the segment between two branches of bank A, the two banks’ demands are
displayed in Figure 11.1; the market is split by bank A’s physical branches (blue area) and online
platform (green area) and bank B’s online platform (orange area). On the segment between two
branches of bank B, the two banks’ demands are displayed in Figure 11.2; the market is split by
bank B’s physical branches (red area) and online platform (orange area) and bank A’s online
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platform (green area).
For customers who never use online banking, the demands of bank A and bank B on the
segment between two branches of different banks are similar to as displayed in Figure 3. On the
segment between two branches of bank A, the two banks’ demands are displayed in Figure 11.3.
On the segment between two branches of bank B, the two banks’ demands are displayed in Figure
11.4.
Then, the profit function for bank A becomes
𝜋 = 𝜃 4𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
+ 4𝑝
+ 4𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

+ (1 − 𝜃)𝑝

2

𝑑𝑑
(26)

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾
exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }

𝑙
𝑙
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 4
4
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾
𝑙
4
+
𝑙
1 + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } 4
4
+

𝑙
−𝑑
4

The profit function for bank B becomes
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𝑙
−𝑑
4

𝑑𝑑

𝜋 = 𝜃 4𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
𝑑𝑑
+ 4𝑝
𝑙
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
+ (1 − 𝜃)𝑝 2
+ 4𝑝

1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾

(27)
𝑙
−𝑑
4

𝑑𝑑

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑙
𝑙
1 + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } 4
4
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 −
𝑙
4
+
𝑙 4
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 −
4
+

Numerical solutions as shown in Figure 10.2 indicate that clustering of branches of a bank
will reduce the gap between online prices and offline prices. For customers who never use online
banking, as branches of a bank are clustered, the bank has larger market power over customers
residing between its two branches and thus can charge higher prices at physical branches. However,
for customers who are possible to purchase either online or offline, branch clustering do have any
effect because areas in which a bank’s branches cluster can still be penetrated by its rival’s online
channels; consequently, the bank does not gain greater local market power over the first type of
customers in these areas. In the extreme case in which no one never use online banking, the gap
between online and offline prices will not be affect by a bank’s branch clustering.

3.7. The Effect of Banks’ Shares of Branches
Now we consider a situation in which bank A has three branches while bank B only has one
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branches, as displayed in Figure 12. Then, the profit function for bank A becomes
𝜋 = 𝜃 6𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑}
𝑑𝑑
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾𝑑} + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
+ 4𝑝
+ 2𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾
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𝑙
−𝑑
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𝑑𝑑
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𝑙
𝑙 4
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The profit function for bank B becomes
𝜋 = 𝜃 6𝑝

exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑑𝑑
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exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
(𝑑 − 𝑑 )
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 }
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
𝑑𝑑
+ 2𝑝
𝑙
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
𝑙
exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 − 𝛾 − 𝑑
4
+ (1 − 𝜃)𝑝 2
+ 4𝑝
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𝑙
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(29)

𝑙
−𝑑
4

𝑑𝑑

𝑙
𝑙 4
1 + exp{𝛼 − 𝑝 } + exp 𝛼 − 𝑝 −
4

Numerical Solutions as shown in Figure 13 indicate that the online and offline prices of bank
A with more branches are, respectively, higher than the online and offline prices of bank B with
fewer branches; and the gap between bank A’s online and offline prices is larger than the gap
between bank B’s online and offline prices. The reason is that as bank A has a higher branch share,
it has greater local market power to maintain a high price at its physical branches, which also
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enable it to maintain a high online price.

4. Data
4.1 WMP Data
We extract the WMP data from WIND, one of the biggest financial data providers in China. The
data contain information on each WMP issued by commercial banks from 2004 to 2016, including
the WMP’s name, issuing bank, issuing date, expected return offered (or the lower and upper
bounds of the expected return range), term to maturity, type of underlying assets, issuing region,
guarantee type, minimum investment requirement, realized return at maturity, etc. The data also
have information on whether the WMP is sold online or at physical branches.
There are two possible ways that banks specify the expected returns in the contract at
issuance: some WMPs (especially fixed-rate WMPs) specify an expected return; other WMPs
(especially flexible-rate WMPs) specify the upper and lower bounds of an expected return range.
As 96.43% of WMPs finally paid a realized return equal to the expected return or the upper bound
of the expected return range, we treat the upper bound of the expected return as the expected return
if the contract specifies an expected return range.
A higher expected return offered by the WMP issuing bank means a lower price of the WMP,
because for financial products, returns are inversely related to prices. Holding the future cash
(interest and principal payments) flows generated by the WMP to purchasers fixed, a higher
expected return means customers need to pay a lower price to purchase (invest in) the WMP at
issuance.
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Based on the raw data, we construct additional WMP-level variables. We construct the
principal coverage ratio using the information on guarantee type. The principal coverage equals 0
for flexible-rate WMPs without any guarantee; it equals 100% for flexible-rate WMPs with
principal guarantee; it equals 100% plus the expected rate of return for fixed-rate WMPs (with
principal and interest guarantee). We generate a dummy variable “trust” based on whether the
WMP is issued jointly with a trust. We also generate a dummy variable “structured product” based
on whether the bank designs the WMP contract using derivatives.

4.2. Bank Branch Data
We collect bank branch data from the China Banking Regulation Commission. The data contain
information on the street address, establish date, and exit date for each bank branch. Using the
street address, we obtain the longitude and latitude coordinate of each bank branch through online
map API. Based on the longitude and latitude coordinates, we obtain the spherical distance
between any two branches in a city.

4.3. Digital Financial Inclusion Indices
We extract the city-level digital financial inclusion indices from 2011 to 2018, which is constructed
jointly by Institute of Digital Finance at Peking University and Ant Financial Services Group.
There are four indices available: the breadth index of digital finance coverage, the depth index of
digital finance usage, the maturity index of digitized financial business, and the overall index of
digital financial inclusion. These indices are constructed by artificial intelligent algorithms and
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cloud computing technologies based on data with billions of digital financial transaction records.
The index construction method can be found in Guo, Wang, Wang, Cheng, Kong and Zhang
(2019).7

4.4. Macroeconomic Data
We extract multiple national level macroeconomic variables from CEIC. The first one is
Shanghai Interbank Offered Rate (SHIBOR), which is an analog to London Interbank Offered Rate
(LIBOR) in China and is commonly used as the baseline interest rate of China’s Financial Market.
SHIBOR have a variety of maturities, including one day, one week, two weeks, one month, three
months, six months, nine months, and one year. We match SHIBOR to each WMP by the issuing
date and the maturity to control for the baseline interest rates. We also obtain Shanghai Security
Composite Index (SHSCI) and Shenzhen Security Composite Index (SZSCI) from CEIC to control
for returns of households’ alternative investment opportunities. We also obtain the required reserve
ratio (RRR) from CEIC and the M2 growth rate from the central bank of China because monetary
supply can affect both WMP returns and house price appreciations.
We also extract multiple city-level macroeconomic variables from China City Statistical
Year Book, including per capita GDP, city area, population, and the number of internet users.
Table 4 provides the descriptive statistics for the variables constructed from the data sources
discussed above.

7

More details about the Digital Financial Inclusion Indices can be found at https://idf.pku.edu.cn/.
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5. Testable Hypotheses and Empirical Strategies
In equation (30), the dependent variable 𝑟

is the expected return specified in the contract of

WMP 𝑖 issued exclusively in city 𝑐 in month 𝑡 by bank 𝑏.
𝑟

= 𝜃𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

+ 𝛽𝑋

+ 𝛾𝑍 + 𝜆𝑊 + 𝜔 + 𝜇 + 𝜑 + 𝜀

(30)

A higher expected return offered by the WMP issuer means a lower price of the WMP,
because for financial products, returns are inversely related to prices. Holding the future cash
(interest and principal payments) flows generated by the WMP to purchasers fixed, a higher
expected return means customers need to pay a lower price to purchase the WMP at issuance.
The variable of main interest is 𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

, which equals 1 if the product can be sold online

and equals 0 if it can be sold only at physical branches. We control for a rich set of WMP
characteristics in 𝑋 , including principal coverage, minimum requirement, term to maturity,
investment target categories of the money raised from the WMP (including equities, bonds, loans,
the money market, foreign exchanges, and commodity markets), whether issued jointly with trust,
and whether the product has a derivative design. In 𝑋 , we also include SHIBOR with the same
term to maturity as WMP 𝑖’s to control for the baseline interest rates. In 𝑍 , we control for citylevel competitiveness measures for the local WMP markets, including the number of WMPs
available in city 𝑐 during month 𝑡, the number of banks issuing WMPs in city 𝑐 during month
𝑡, and HHI based on product numbers; we also include city-level per capita GDP to control for
local economic conditions. In 𝑊 , we control for RRR and the M2 growth because monetary
supply can affect WMP returns. We also add SHSCI growth and SZSCI growth in 𝑊 to control
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for returns of households’ alternative investment opportunities. In addition, we control for bank
fixed effects (𝜔 ), city fixed effects (𝜇 ), and year fixed effects (𝜑 ).
As shown by the model in Section 3.4, when 𝛼 is small (customers’ average tastes of
purchasing a product relative to choosing the outside option is small), online prices should be
higher than offline prices; while when 𝛼 is large, online prices should not be lower than offline
prices. In the empirical industrial organization literation, most studies that estimated discrete
choice models for consumer demand systems (such as the multinomial logit model and the BLP
model) obtained a small 𝛼. The reason is that for most industrials the share of consumers who
choose the outside option is large. Therefore, we have the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: prices of WMPs at online platforms are higher than those at physical branches.
In other words, expected returns of WMPs at online platforms are lower than those at physical
branches, after controlling other factors. That is, 𝜃 in equation (30) should be significantly
negative.
𝑟

= 𝜃𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

+ 𝛿𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝑆

+ 𝜔𝑆

+ 𝛽𝑋

+ 𝛾𝑍 + 𝜆𝑊 + 𝜔
(31)

+𝜇 +𝜑 +𝜀
In equation (32), we add the interaction term between 𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
interest in this study. 𝑆

and 𝑆

, which is also of main

include the number of all the banks’ branches in city 𝑐 divided by the

city area, the number of all the banks’ branches in city 𝑐 divided by the city population, a measure
of clustering of bank 𝑏’s branches in city 𝑐, the bank’s branch share in city 𝑐, digital financial
inclusion index of in city 𝑐.
As shown by the models in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, the shorter the average distance between
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any two adjacent branches or the greater the total number of bank branches in the city, the narrower
gap between online prices and offline prices. Therefore, we have the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: in equation (33), the coefficient of the interaction term between the online
indicator and the total number of branches in the city should be significantly positive.
As shown by the model in Section 3.4, if the share of customers in the city who are able to
use both online and offline channels is larger and the share of customers in the city who never use
online banking is smaller, then the gap between online prices and offline prices will be narrower.
Empirically, we use five proxies for the share of the former type of customers in a city. The first
proxy is simply the number of internet users divided by the population in the city. The other four
proxies are the four digital financial inclusion indices at the city level. Accordingly, we have the
following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: in equation (34), the coefficient of the number of internet users divided by the
population in the city and the coefficients of those digital financial inclusion indices of the city is
significantly negative; the coefficient of the interaction term between the online indicator and the
number of internet users divided by the population in the city is significantly positive; the
coefficient of the interaction term between those digital financial inclusion indices of the city is
significantly positive.
As shown by the models in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, if branches of the same banks are clustered
rather than scattered, the gap between the bank’s online price and offline price will be narrower.
Empirically, we construct a measure for the degree of clustering of branches of a bank in a
city. Suppressing the subscripts for city and time, denote ℱ as the set of all the banks in a city, 𝒢
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as the set of all the branches in the city, and ℱ as the set of all the branches of bank 𝑖 in the city.
Consequently,
ℱ = ℱ
∈𝒢

The measure for the clustering degree of bank 𝑏’s branches in a city during a period is

𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

∑

∑

∈ℱ

1
∑
2

∈ℱ

𝒹
‖ℱ/ℱ ‖
‖ℱ ‖
∑ ∈ℱ /{ } 𝒹
‖ℱ ‖ − 1
‖ℱ ‖
∈ℱ/ℱ

where the ‖∙‖ operator compute the number of elements of a set. The denominator is the average
distance between any two branches of bank 𝑏 in the city. The numerator is the average distance
between any branch of bank 𝑏 and any branch of a bank other than bank 𝑏. If a bank’s branches
are more clustered, its branches should be closer to its own branches than to other banks’ branches,
and this clustering measure will be higher. For the branch distribution displayed in Figure 9.1, this
measure equals 2. For the branch distribution displayed in Figure 9.2, this measure equals 3.
Accordingly, we have the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4: in equation (35), the coefficient of the interaction term between the online
indicator and the branch clustering measure of the bank is significantly positive.
As shown by the model in Section 3.7, if the share of a bank’s branches among all banks’
branches in a city is larger, the gap between the bank’s online price and offline price should be
narrower. The reason is that branch clustering of a bank can provide it with great local market
power that enable it to charge higher prices at its physical branches. Accordingly, we have the
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following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 5: in equation (36), the coefficient of the interaction term between the online
indicator and the share of a bank’s branches among all banks’ branches in a city is significantly
positive.

6. Empirical Results
6.1. Baseline Results
Column 1 of Table 5 displays the regression result of equation (30). The online channel indicator
is significantly negative. It means that after controlling other factors, the expected returns on the
WMPs sold online are lower than those sold at physical branches. In other words, the prices of the
WMPs sold online are higher than those sold at physical branches, as for financial products, prices
are inversely related with expected returns.
The coefficients of control variables are also consistent with theories or intuition. The
coefficients of the baseline interest rate (SHIBOR) is significantly positive. The coefficient of the
RRR is significantly positive and the coefficient of the M2 growth is significantly negative, which
is consistent with the fact that increases in monetary supply will cause WMPs returns to drop.
WMPs with longer terms to maturity and lower principal coverages have higher expected returns.
The coefficients of the equity dummy variable, the loan dummy variables, and the bond dummy
variable are higher than that of the money market product dummy variables because the former
underlying assets are riskier and thus households require higher returns. The local WMP markets
with higher competitiveness (more available WMPs, more issuing banks, and lower HHI in the
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city) tend to have higher expected returns.
Next, we estimate equation (37). As shown in column 2 of Table 5, the gap between online
and offline prices decreased with the total number of all banks’ branches in a city divided by the
city area. Moreover, as shown in column 3 of Table 5, the gap also decreases with the total number
of all banks’ branches in a city divided by the city population.
As shown in Table 6, higher digital finance inclusion indices and more Internet users will
lead to a narrower gap between online and offline prices.
As shown in Table 7, if the share of a bank’s branches over all the banks’ branches in the
city is higher, the gap between online and offline prices will be smaller.

6.2. Concern
One concern is the possible endogeneity of the online indicator. Banks may select WMPs with
lower risk to sell through online channels and thus WMPs sold online have lower interest rates.
First, Table 8 report the descriptive statistics for online products and offline products separately.
There is no big difference in risk-related characteristics between online products and offline
products.
Second, employing propensity score matching, we match each online product with an offline
product with similar characteristics and estimate equations (30) and (38) using the matched sample.
The results are similar (See Tables 9, 10, and 11).
Third, one may argue that banks may select WMPs with lower risk based on unobserved
characteristics to sell through online channels. The rich set of observed characteristics in the data
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include all the product characteristics that can be seen by customers at purchase. If there are riskrelated product characteristics unobservable to researchers, they are also unobservable to
customers. Therefore, banks do not need to price based on those unobserved characteristics. In
practice, WMPs are all implicitly guaranteed by the issuing banks; thus, there is not much
difference in risks across different WMPs, effectively. Investors usually consider WMP to be a
relatively safe way of investment. There is almost no default case in the first 10 years of WMP
history.

7. Conclusion
As digital economy and digital finance develop rapidly, an increasing number of products and
services can be purchased both online and offline. Correspondingly, an open question is whether
prices online are cheaper than offline. Previous empirical studies have analyzed multiple sectors
and found that if different, most time online prices are lower than offline.
In this paper, we study the market of a financial product, the wealth management product
(WMP) market, which is the largest component of China’s shadow banking sector. We find that
prices of WMPs sold online is significantly higher than those sold at banks’ physical branches.
The explanation is that customers need to pay travel costs for visiting physical branches and thus
banks have to charge lower prices at physical branches to attract customers from online platforms.
The WMP market provides an ideal scenario to identify the effect of firms’ spatial
competitions that contributes to the gap between online and offline prices. The reason is that online
and offline channels for WMP issuing are not differential in other dimension that could affect
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prices, including delivery costs, search costs, convenience to inspect product qualities, and waiting
costs.
We further find that the gap between online and offline prices decrease with the total number
of bank branches, the number of online banking users, the degree of clustering of a bank’s physical
branches, and the share of a bank’s physical branches over the branches of all the banks.
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Table 1. Shares of WMPs in Different Categories

Table 2. Average Expected Returns on WMPs

Table 3. Locally issued WMPs

Products sold in 1 city
Products sold in <= 2 cities
Products sold in <= 3 cities
Products sold in <= 4 cities
Products sold in <= 5 cities
Products sold in 1 province
Products sold in <=10 cities
All the products
Products sold in all the cities with the issuing banks’ branches (nationwide)
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Number of
products

proportion

33924
39381
43746
49542
56718
51416
95334
351,621
279,488

0.096479
0.111998
0.124412
0.140896
0.161304
0.146226
0.271127
1
0.794856

Num of available WMPs

Online
All banks’ branches/city area
All banks’ branches/city pop
Overall digital index
Coverage breadth
Usage depth
Digitization maturity
Internet Users/city pop
Share of the bank’s branches
Clustering measure

Loans
Equities
Bonds
Money market products
Trust
Structure
Term to maturity (days)
Principal coverage (%)
Min investment requirement

Interest rate

Variable
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Competitiveness of local WMP markets
Number of WMPs issued in the city during the month

Key independent variable
=1 if the WMP is sold online; =0 otherwise

WMP characteristics
=1 if the underlying assets are loans; =0 otherwise
=1 if the underlying assets are equities; =0 otherwise
=1 if the underlying assets are commercial or local gov bonds; =0 otherwise
=1 if the underlying assets are money market products; =0 otherwise
=1 if issued jointly with a trust; =0 otherwise
=1 if with derivative designs in the contract; =0 otherwise;

Key dependent variable

Definition

Table 4. Variable Definition and Descriptive Statistics

1,723.9640

0.4632
0.3123
2.8606
177.4283
184.0713
165.8462
176.5402
0.5748
0.0546

0.0825
0.0404
0.5344
0.0967
0.5474
0.0143
123.9474
24.1257
2964088

0.0468

Mean

913.8171

0.4987
0.2332
1.1216
48.1774
47.2539
47.2611
68.9703
0.5221
0.0521

0.2751
0.1970
0.4988
0.2956
0.4978
0.1188
165.8691
42.9863
1.84× 10

0.0108

Standard
deviation

City-level
Log of per capital GDP
WMP premium
National-level
SHIBOR
RRR
M2 growth
SHSCI growth
SZSCI growth

Num of issuing banks
HHI

Shanghai Interbank Offered Rate matched by term to maturity
Required reserve ratio (%)
Broad money growth
Shanghai Security Composite Index growth
Shenzhen Security Composite Index growth
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0.0398
18.60
0.1530
0.0090
0.0159

Mean of expected returns for WMPs in a city-month after adjusting the risk

23.0225
0.1718

11.4193
0.0002

Macroeconomic variables

Number of banks issuing WMPs in the city during the month

0.0130
1.70
0.0461
0.0771
0.0943

0.4554
0.01198

5.9201
0.1110

Table 5
Column 1
Online

-0.0386***
(0.0099)

All banks’ branches/city area

Column 2
-0.0887***
(0.0160)

Column 3
-0.1533***
(0.0255)

0.5027***
(0.1932)

0.0774**

Online×All banks’ branches/city area

(0.0393)

All banks’ branches/city population

-0.1000***
(0.0381)

0.0331***

Online×All banks’ branches/city population

(0.0083)

Required reserve ratio

0.3011***
(0.0108)

M2 growth

2.6812***
(0.3113)

Num of available WMPs (1000)

0.0000***
(0.0000)

Num of issuing banks

0.0247***
(0.0039)

HHI

-0.1397***
(0.0387)

Log per capita GDP

-0.2168***
(0.0362)

Loans

-0.3145***
(0.0526)

Equites
Bonds

(0.0047)

-0.0911**
(0.0409)

-0.1996***
(0.0381)

-0.3659***
(0.0522)

(0.0000)

0.0199***
(0.0047)

-0.0910**
(0.0409)

-0.2292***
(0.0381)

-0.3461***
(0.0524)

0.0443

-0.4597***
(0.0377)

-0.5636***
(0.0403)

0.0517***

-0.4517***
(0.0379)

-0.5512***
(0.0408)

0.0493***

(0.0120)

(0.0138)

(0.0135)

-0.0388

-0.0594

-0.0700

(0.0555)

(0.0563)

0.0009***
(0.0001)

-0.0068***
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0.0210***

0.0000***

(0.0504)

0.0630***

Principal coverage

0.0000***
(0.0000)

(0.3470)

0.0344

(0.0382)

Term to maturity

(0.3467)

2.9663***

(0.0503)

-0.5075***

Structure

2.9688***

(0.0120)

(0.0488)
(0.0360)

Trust

(0.0121)

0.3103***

0.0981**
-0.3933***

Money market products

0.3102***

0.0008***
(0.0001)

-0.0067***

(0.0564)

0.0008***
(0.0001)

-0.0067***

(0.0001)

Min investment requirement

-0.0141***
(0.0038)

SHIBOR

0.2162***
(0.0079)

SHSCI growth

-0.5598***
(0.0853)

SZSCI growth

0.1919***
(0.0660)

City fixed effects
Bank fixed effects
Year fixed effects

Yes
Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.78
18,492
* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01
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(0.0001)

-0.0209***
(0.0042)

0.2227***
(0.0089)

-0.5440***
(0.0943)

0.1852**
(0.0738)

Yes
Yes
Yes

0.78
15,566

(0.0001)

-0.0208***
(0.0042)

0.2226***
(0.0089)

-0.5422***
(0.0943)

0.1847**
(0.0738)

Yes
Yes
Yes

0.78
15,566

Table 6

Online
Overall digital index

Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Column 4

Column 5

-0.5595***

-0.6340***

-0.3940***

-0.4228***

-0.1580***

(0.0420)

(0.0446)

(0.0387)

(0.0282)

(0.0193)

-0.0077***
(0.0013)

Online × Overall digital index

0.0027***
(0.0002)

Coverage breadth

-0.0024**
(0.0009)

Online × Coverage breadth

0.0030***
(0.0002)

Usage depth

-0.0055***
(0.0008)

Online × Usage depth

0.0019***
(0.0002)

Digitization maturity

-0.0028***
(0.0004)

Online ×Digitization maturity

0.0020***
(0.0001)

Internet users/city population

-0.0389
(0.0326)
0.1906***

Online×Internet users/city
population

(0.0258)
Required reserve ratio
M2 growth
Num of available WMPs

0.2986***

0.2989***

0.3002***

0.2988***

0.3500***

(0.0107)

(0.0107)

(0.0108)

(0.0107)

(0.0282)

2.6338***

2.5835***

2.5733***

2.6221***

6.3008***

(0.2994)

(0.2992)

(0.3009)

(0.2988)

(0.4299)

0.0000***

0.0000***

0.0000***

0.0000***

-0.0000

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

0.0225***

0.0208***

0.0256***

0.0242***

0.0357***

(0.0039)

(0.0039)

(0.0039)

(0.0039)

(0.0055)

-0.1645***

-0.1412***

-0.1640***

-0.1668***

0.1492***

(0.0376)

(0.0377)

(0.0373)

(0.0373)

(0.0437)

-0.1709***

-0.1832***

-0.2099***

-0.1963***

-0.0244

(0.0361)

(0.0361)

(0.0360)

(0.0359)

(0.0994)

-0.3429***

-0.3640***

-0.3202***

-0.3226***

-0.0376

(1000)
Num of issuing banks
HHI
Log per capita GDP
Loans
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Equites
Bonds
Money market products
Trust
Structure

(0.0527)

(0.0530)

(0.0535)

(0.0529)

(0.0929)

0.1759***

0.1742***

0.1497***

0.1756***

0.1899***

(0.0481)

(0.0483)

(0.0483)

(0.0483)

(0.0707)

-0.3262***

-0.3303***

-0.3512***

-0.3249***

-0.2256***

(0.0369)

(0.0371)

(0.0369)

(0.0370)

(0.0565)

-0.4470***

-0.4482***

-0.4709***

-0.4358***

-0.2856***

(0.0391)

(0.0394)

(0.0390)

(0.0392)

(0.0589)

0.0519***

0.0553***

0.0564***

0.0500***

0.0511***

(0.0116)

(0.0116)

(0.0118)

(0.0117)

(0.0136)

-0.0526

-0.0506

-0.0513

-0.0625

-0.0452

(0.0563)

(0.0562)

(0.0564)

(0.0567)

(0.0637)

0.0008***

0.0008***

0.0008***

0.0008***

0.0007***

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

-0.0068***

-0.0068***

-0.0068***

-0.0068***

-0.0068***

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

(0.0001)

(0.0002)

-0.0102***

-0.0103***

-0.0101***

-0.0103***

-0.0121**

(0.0039)

(0.0039)

(0.0039)

(0.0039)

(0.0049)

0.2203***

0.2207***

0.2187***

0.2193***

0.2367***

(0.0079)

(0.0079)

(0.0079)

(0.0079)

(0.0099)

SHSCI growth

-0.5991***

-0.6152***

-0.6041***

-0.5963***

-0.0772

(0.0841)

(0.0842)

(0.0845)

(0.0840)

(0.1157)

SZSCI growth

0.2238***

0.2341***

0.2246***

0.2265***

-0.2743***

(0.0650)

(0.0651)

(0.0654)

(0.0649)

(0.1001)

City fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bank fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Term to maturity
Principal coverage
Min investment requirement
SHIBOR

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

R2

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.85

N

18,317

18,317

18,317

18,317

11,027

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01
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Table 7
Column 1
Online

-0.1087***
(0.0135)

Share of the bank’s branches

-1.0071***
(0.2737)

Online × Share of the bank’s branches

1.0785***
(0.2196)

The bank’s branch clustering measure
Online × The bank’s branch clustering measure
Required reserve ratio

0.3109***
(0.0121)

M2 growth

2.9291***
(0.3465)

Num of available WMPs (1000)

0.0000***
(0.0000)

Num of issuing banks

0.0187***
(0.0046)

HHI

-0.1000**
(0.0411)

Log per capita GDP

-0.2189***
(0.0377)

Loans

-0.3470***
(0.0527)

Equites

0.0227
(0.0507)

Bonds

-0.4687***

Money market products

-0.5648***

(0.0380)
(0.0404)
Trust

0.0481***
(0.0135)

Structure

-0.0771
(0.0563)

Term to maturity

0.0008***
(0.0001)

Principal coverage

-0.0067***
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Column 2

(0.0001)
Min investment requirement

-0.0209***
(0.0042)

SHIBOR

0.2232***
(0.0090)

SHSCI growth

-0.5384***
(0.0944)

SZSCI growth

0.1860**
(0.0739)

City fixed effects

Yes

Bank fixed effects

Yes

Year fixed effects

Yes

N

15,566
* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01
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